Reproducibility of Bayesian belief network assessment of breast fine needle aspirates.
To assess the consistency of diagnosis of fine needle aspiration biopsies of breast lesions by three experienced and five less experienced pathologists using conventional means and applying a Bayesian belief network (BBN) to 10 diagnostic features to support diagnostic decision making. Forty fine needle aspiration biopsies, previously assessed by one of the experienced pathologists both conventionally and using a BBN, were assessed by two further experienced pathologists and five less experienced pathologists. Using the BBN, the experienced pathologists arrived at diagnoses in agreement with an established consensus at a slightly lower rate than by conventional means. The less experienced pathologists arrived at the correct diagnoses no more frequently with the help of the BBN than conventionally. As used in this study, the BBN did not help less experienced pathologists to interpret their observations but did not enable less experienced pathologists to identify how their observations differed and affected their diagnoses. The prototype system used in this study has since been upgraded by providing computer graphic displays of the features to be observed so that a more uniform mental image can be held by the participating pathologists. This will be tested with the same study design.